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Andrew G. Morrison
ESTATE PLANNING COUNSELOR AND ATTORNEY 

PLANNING AND PROTECTING  
YOUR LEGACY

Overview of Today’s Discussion

Three Priority Items

1. What is Estate Planning?

2. Breaking down the Estate 
Planning “tool belt” 
(documents used to plan 
properly)

3. Common Problems 
families face; Solutions

Overcoming Barriers to Planning

Barriers:
-Too costly

-I don’t need a plan at this 
stage in my life

-I don’t want to think about 
death and incapacity

Solutions:
-Not nearly as expensive as 
you think (“non-planning” 
costs much greater)

-Everyone needs a plan, 
whether simple or complex

-Leaving a “messy estate” to 
grieving (bickering?) children 
= a recipe for disaster

Estate Planning Goal: Peace Of Mind

“In one sentence, EP is . . . . 
. . .death and disability.”

Three Keys

1. Ensure control during incapacity

2. Smooth wealth transfer at death

3. Protect beneficiaries from others & 
themselves

Failing to Have an Estate plan

 At Death
– Probate

– Assets distributed in accordance with state law

– Needless Taxes (both Estate and Income)

 At Incapacity
– Court appoints decision maker for assets, health 

(and monitors closely year after year)

GOOD NEWS: you/your loved ones can avoid these 
scenarios by planning ahead now

What is an Estate?

 Everything you own
– Your home

– Other real estate

– Bank accounts

– Investments

– Retirement benefits

– Insurance policies
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Estate Planning – Instruments Utilized

 “Death Planning”
 Living Trust and/or Will

 “Disability Planning”
 Living Trust

 Financial Power of Attorney

 Health Care/Mental Health Power of Attorney

 Living Will

 HIPAA Authorization

*Many other supporting documents

Wills

 Often considered to be the cornerstone of most 
estate plans.  Even if you use other transfer 
documents you usually need a will.

 A written legal document in which you name 
the persons who are to receive your SOLELY 
OWNED property upon your death.

 Sufficient death-planning tool for some families 

 Doesn’t avoid probate

 Crucial for young families with minors

So what is Probate?

 “You suing yourself at your expense, after you 
die, for the benefit of any possible creditors”

 A legal process
– Will validated

– Debts paid

– Assets distributed according to will

 Only legal way to change property titles from 
the decedent to the heirs

Probate

 Designed to protect creditors

 This process takes time from 6 months to 2 
years

 It is a public process – no privacy

 It may be expensive (Costs vary by state-
conservative estimate is 3 to 8% of the estate’s 
value)

Living Trust (Revocable)

 Alternative to standard Will

 A popular method used to manage assets 
during life and transfer assets upon death

 3 primary benefits

 Beach Bucket analogy

Living Trust > Will - Summary

 Avoids probate at death

 Prevents court control of assets at incapacity

 Provides maximum privacy

 Quick (or protected) distribution of assets to 
beneficiaries

 Assets can stay in trust

 Prevents unintentional disinheriting

 Reduces or eliminates estate taxes
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Incapacity Scenarios

 “Incapacity” defined 

 Financial decisions – Conservatorship (“living probate”) 
– Court-supervised (annual reporting)

– Possible stranger as decision-maker

– Expensive

– Public

– Does not replace probate upon death

 Health Care decisions – Guardianship

SOLUTION: Put the proper safeguards in place while healthy!

“Disability Planning” - Finances

 Durable Power of Attorney 
– Appoints someone to transact business on your 

behalf

– Often not accepted by financial institutions

– If rejected, requires a court to validate

“Disability Planning” – Medical Decisions

 Health Care and Mental Health Power of Attorney
– You make your own decisions as long as you have 

capacity

– If you can not make decisions you have named who 
should make decisions for you

– As long as you have capacity you can change your 
agent(s)

 Living Will
– Governs when you are terminal

– Governs when you are in a permanent coma
 You decide what treatment you want or do not want in 

advance

 It can be:
– Everything to keep me alive as long as possible

– No treatment, just keep me comfortable

– Whatever you may want in between 

“Disability Planning” – Medical Decisions

 Heath Insurance Portability And Accountability 
Act (HIPAA) Authorization
– Without authorization, health care providers are 

prohibited from giving out health information 

– Most of us want family and friends to be able to get 
information about our condition

– You may choose to authorize those you want to be 
able to get information

– This has nothing to do with decisions (only 
information)

“Disability Planning” – Medical Decisions
SUMMARY: Recommended Legal 
Documents

1.  Living Trust and/or Will

2.  Durable Power of Attorney

3.  Medical and Mental Health Power of Attorney

4.  Living Will

5.  HIPAA Authorization

6.  **Property Deeds
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“MY situation is straightforward, Andrew. 
What POSSIBLY could go wrong?”

Common Mistake #1
Gifting to Children “Outright”

Gifting To Your Child - Dangers

 Your child goes through a divorce – ex-spouse gets the 
asset

 Your child files for bankruptcy – asset is lost

 Your child is sued – asset is lost

 Your child owes taxes – IRS gets the asset

 Gift taxes

 Your child takes/uses/won’t let you use the asset

 Future gov’t benefits

SOLUTION: Protective Sub-Trust (AZ has some of the 
best laws for this!)

Common Mistake #2
Second Marriages - failing to protect 

your spouse and children

Blended Family – Potential Issues

1. Surviving spouse redirects your money away from 
your children (to his/her own children or a new 
spouse)

2. Surviving spouse is spendthrift, effectively 
disinheriting the children

3. Surviving spouse is victimized by “gold-digger,” 
decimating the estate

4. No Prenuptial or Marital Agreement

***“Brady Bunch” HYPO***

SOLUTION: QTIP “TRUST” for 
Surviving Spouse

• Passes inheritance to your spouse (and your 
children) instead of a new spouse or in-laws

• Provides income and principal to your spouse
for life in accordance with his/her needs

• Then income and/or principal goes to your
children (not someone else’s children)
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Common Mistake #3
Botching Large Retirement Plans 

(401(k), IRA, Roth accounts)

Prolong IRA Ownership!

 Explanation of IRA “RMDs”

 Can the IRA be “Stretched?”
– Name a beneficiary now – primary & contingent

– Make sure IRA custodian allows the stretch. Some 
bank and other financial institutions are ignorant of 
the stretch IRA

– Roll the company plan (401(k), 403(b) or 457 
plans) to an IRA to ensure the ability to stretch

– Consider if beneficiaries should be forced to 
stretch (avoid ill-advised liquidation  tax hit)

Common Mistake #4
Failing to Anticipate/Make Proper Plans 

for Future Long-Term Care Costs

Long Term Care = COSTLY!

 $6,905 = average monthly cost of care in Maricopa 
County 

 If you cannot personally afford that at some point in 
your future, ALTCS (Arizona’s Medicaid program) may
step in to help

– Very strict requirements (must be truly indigent)

 But why not anticipate these costs ahead of time in an 
effort to:

– Preserve some of your lifelong assets for your Spouse (and 
his/her own future care) and loved ones

– Ensure your care isn’t substandard

Common Mistake #5
Failing to view Estate Planning as an 

Ongoing Consideration

Life Brings Change – Adjust Accordingly

• Estate planning is a 
lifetime process

• Personal and legal 
changes occur

• Maintaining “Trusted 
Advisor relationships” 
is essential

• Teamwork is the key!
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Questions?

Law Office of David J. Harowitz

7517 S. McClintock Drive, Suite 107

Tempe, Arizona 85283

(480)-456-1144

Andrew@harowitz.net


